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15 performance of operations’where it ‘must here? works against the fulcrum bar II to shift the m w 

\ preventing latch which is soconstructed and ar-‘ tionary jaw. Connected to the rear part of the 
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2 Claims. (01. 81-44) 
This invention relates to the class of wrenches. of this jaw it has depending side wings 5. Piv- \ 
The present invention has for its primary ob- oted rearwardly of the jaw 4 on the pin 6 which 

ject to provide an improved anti-locking means passes transversely across and connects theiwings 
- - for a wrench of the type illustrated in'Patent No. 5, is the oscillatable jaw l’ and this jaw has the ' 
5 1,489,458, which type of wrench is so constructed -_outwardly extending ear portion 8 to which the ' 

that when the gripping jaws thereof are brought forward end of the auxiliary handle is pivotally into ‘gripping relation with a body, it will auto- attached, as‘, indicated at 9. Rear'wardly of the 

matically lock. Under some conditions of use for pivoted forward end of the handle 2, a pivot pin 
a tool of this character, it is desirable that the I0 is disposed transversely of this handle to which‘ , 

10 user be able to repeatedly open and close the is connected one end of thefulcrum bar I“, the m; 
jaws of the wrencht’o facilitate its use and where other end of this bar-being inserted into the main 
the wrench is primarily designed to lockauto- handle inwardly of the threaded sleeve portion 
matically each time the jaws- are brought to- 3v for engagement by the forward end of the-ad 

' gether, it cannot be'conveniently used in the justing screw_;l2 which, when threaded inwardly, 

peatedly opened and closed. ' . auxiliary handle and the’ shiftable jaw toward 
Another object of the invention is to provide the forwardend of thetool, thus bringing the 

in a wrench of the type referred to, a. locking shiftable jaw ‘I into closer proximity to the sta 

2o ranged that it may be conveniently manipulated " shiftable jaw 1 between‘ the pivots 6 and 9, at the w 
'by the thumb or a ?nger of the hand holding the, point I3, is one end of a contractile spring 84,.‘ 
wrench so that the wrench can be readily changed ‘ the other end of which is attached to the main 
over from an automatically locking type'to a non- ‘handle ‘I a short‘ distance forwardly of the free 
locking type or vice versa, as may be desired. ’ ' end of the fulcrum bar II. This spring normally 
The invention will be best understood from a,v tends toseparate the shiftable jaw from the ?xed >-, 

consideration of the following detailed des'crip—~ 1, jaw, but due to the location of the pivot 80 on 
tlon taken in connection with the accompanying.‘ the auxiliary handle 2, for the fulcrum bar ll, 
drawing forming. part of this speci?cation, with L ‘rearwardly of the pivot 9 to which the ‘forward 
the understanding, however, ' that the invention , ' end of the auxiliary handle 2 is joined, when the 

30 isnot tobe con?nedto any strictconformity with ‘auxiliary handle is swung in, the'pivot I0 will my 
the showing of the drawing but may be changed ’ move inwardly beyond or across the line between ‘ 
or modi?ed so long as such changes or modi?ca- " the pivot] ‘and the inner end of the screw l2 and 
tions marl: no material departure from thej8ali-' the will then serve to hold the jaws in 
ent features of the invention as expressed in‘the [gripping relation. 4. V ' . ,_ * - ' 

35, appended claims. ' , . - - As previously stated, certain uses for. the 35 
In the drawlngf , I ,-¢ .- . wrench require that it be repeatedly opened and 
Fig; 1 is a viewin side elevation of the ‘wrench closed while being ‘hem in the hand and thus 

structure in association with which the'lpreeent it wmlbe apparent thatthe action which?p‘er'mgts 
improved anti'hckmg feature is empmyed’ Suth- the handles to move into locking position is un 
anti-locking feature being characterized by a V " - ' _ 

4o ,. w _ v desirable. _In order to adapt the wrench tov sin 49 
mglégbggrsmember sh?“ “PM! on? . off-"the, ‘gle hand use in the nature of a' pair of pliers, that _ 

, -' ' ' ' ‘is, in order toadaptit to'continual opening and 
mg‘? 2 1s- ‘i “9mm view-.9“ the unit-2 -°' 7 closing without locking, the inner sidepof the aux‘: 

' ' I - ‘ 1: " iiliary handle 2 is provided withia?xed pm . 
‘5 mg’ 3 is 8' mam“ ?ew‘ an which retains in positionragalnst' the inne'rside 4'5 

lyto'the draw- I‘ ‘ ' ' n w'mom '‘ cul'ar ‘oflthe handle the latch member l8, which is pro 
‘ inglfetflgrriinugnegal I geneprzllrtyi designates the main vided with the longitudinal slot ‘H in which the 

“ handle portion of the wrench.‘ The numeral 2 s P111 I! positions; 'I‘herear end, ofthisllatch is 
50 generally indicates the auxiliary-handle which is - ,turnedto form the ear “which directed to-' 50 

connected with the main handle portiona's here- ward the main handle I i - ‘ . 

inaiter described. _'1“he main handle portion I is 1 Cooperating'with the'latch II is a lug'll con 
formed at, its rear end tofprovide the interiorly nected with the outeredge of- the fulcrum bar 

' threaded sleeve 3 while at its forward end it is H and directed toward the inner side of the 
.3 formed to provide the ?xed low 4 and rearwardly 1 auxiliary handle to contact this handle ,whenthe , _ 
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- two handles are in locked relation, just forwardly 
of the forward end oi the sliding latch it. 
When the latch I6 is pressed forwardly to the 

limit of its movement as permitted by the pin 
l5, it will be interposed between the lug l9 and 
the handle 2 and the thickness of the latch is 
such that when it is in this interposed position, 
it will prevent the auxiliary handle 2 moving to 
the maximum extent to which it is capable, to 
ward the main handle 3 and it will stop this move 
ment of the auxiliary‘ handle before it reaches 
the point where the pivot ID has passed beyond 
over the line between the pivot 9 and the bearing 
point of the fulcrum against the inner end of the 
screw i2. - Thus the spring M will be constantly 
effective to pull the movable jaw l away from 
the ?xed jaw 4 when the 
been swung in toward the main handle as far as 
the latch will permit it to go. It will thus be 
seen that when the latch is in operative position 
the wrench can be closed by drawing the auxiliary 
handle toward the main handle and it will in 
stantly open under the urge of the spring is as 
soon as the auxiliary handle is released so that 
the wrench can be used like a pair of pliers in 
stead of locking itself in closed position as ,it 
would do if the latch l8 ‘were retracted. 

position of the ear portion it of the latch, the 

shift the latch forwardly or rearwardly with the 
thumb so as to readily convert the wrench from 
one use to another. ' ‘ » 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a wrench having a handle having a ?xed 

jaw integral therewith, a movable jaw pivotally 
attached to the handle to move toward the ?xed 
jaw and having an ear spaced from the handle, 
an articulated lever having two pivotally coupled 
sections, one section being pivotally' coupled with 
said ear, means carried by the handle forming 
‘an adjustable fulcrum with which the other sec 
tion is movably connected, resilient means urging 

auxiliary handle has‘ ‘ 

It will also be readily apparent that due to the 

person using the wrench can engage the ear and. ' 

‘movement of the member on 
member having two working positions in ‘ 

prevent the breaking 

2,201,918 
the movable jaw away from the ?xed jaw, one 
section being extended to'iorm a second handle, 
a ?nger carried by the other section and directed 
toward the handle forming portion of the said 
other section and engageable with the second 
handle only when the lever is broken toward the 
?rst handle, a longitudinally slotted elongated 
slide member carried by the second handle, and 
a pin secured to the second handle and engaging 
in the slot of the slide to limit longitudinal move 
ment of the slide, the slide when moved to one 
position being interposed between the second 
handle and said ?nger and preventing the break 
ing of the levertoward the other handle. 

2. In a wrench having a handle having a ?xed 
jaw integral therewith, a movable jaw pivotally 
attached to the handle to move toward the ?xed 
jaw and having an ear spaced from the handle, 
an articulated lever having two pivotally coupled 
sections, one section being pivotally coupled with 
said ear, means carried by the handle forming an 
adjustable fulcrum with which the other section 
is movably connected, resilient means urging the 
movable jaw away from the ?xed jaw, one sec 
tion being extended to form a second handle, said 
second handle when moved toward the ?rst 
handle to a predetermined position breaking said 
lever toward the ?rst handle, and means between 
the second handle and the said other section of 
the lever for preventing the said breaking of the 
lever, including a longitudinally slotted elongated 
slide member positioned upon and extending 
longitudinally, of the second handle, and a pin 
engaged in the slot of said member and secured 
to the second handle and limiting longitudinal 

the handle, the 

slotted one-of which positions it limits the movement of 
the‘ second handle towards the ?rst handle to 

of said lever, the breaking 
of the lever being possible only when the member 
.isin the other one of its two positions. , 1 
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